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M Lodge & Spa
St. Martin de Belleville, France

Hotel Overview
The M Lodge & Spa in St Martin de Belleville is a luxury boutique property with access to the largest ski domain in the world,
the Three Valleys. With only 25 rooms and suites, the property manages to maintain the levels of service expected at the
biggest hotels across the Alps whilst also retaining the small mountain hamlet aesthetic that is so prevalent across St
Martin. The property is built in line with typical alpine authenticity, with larch wood, local stones, and slate roofs. With the
fantastic Spa du M, which features a beautiful 16 metre indoor swimming pool, sauna, and multiple treatment rooms, the M
Lodge & Spa is a fantastic property from which to enjoy relaxation and wellness.
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Rooms
Standard Rooms (22-30 sqm) Designed in a mix of elegant decoration and contemporary amenities, the standard room is
perfect for two adults to enjoy everything the M Lodge & Spa has to offer.
Family Rooms (30 sqm) Ideal for families of four, the Family Rooms provide a dedicated space with bunk beds for two
children and also a main bedroom area for parents to relax and enjoy.
Luxury Family Rooms (40 sqm) The Luxury Family Rooms can accommodate up to four children for families of six. These
rooms feature a main bedroom with separated sleeping areas for children.
Junior Suites (32-41 sqm) With fantastic views of the mountains and an open-plan design, the Junior Suites combine luxury
furnishings and warm decorations to provide the height of comfort
Suites (75-90 sqm) Split across two levels the suites enjoy a separated lounge area and a large terrace on the upper floor,
and two separate bedrooms on the first floor.

Spa and Wellness
With three massage rooms, an indoor 16 metre swimming pool, and a gym area, the Spa at M Lodge prioritises wellness in
every way. Upon request, guests can book beauty treatments and massages to ensure that they are able to enjoy all the
hotel has to offer.

Dining and Après Ski
La Table Du M Lodge
With an extensive wine and cocktail bar, themed restaurant and lively lounge, the Table du M Lodge provides a vibrant and
unique place to be in St Martin de Belleville. Serving a range of food from charcuteries and cheeseboards, to Peruvian
ceviches and sushi, the restaurant at M Lodge is sure to provide something for all tastes.
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Location
Distance to resort centre: A short five minute walk
Distance to lifts: A Short Ski
Distance to resort centre: 2 Minute Walk
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Gallery
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